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SEAhawk and Self Encrypting Drives (SED) Whitepaper
 
This paper discusses the technology behind Self-Encrypting Drives (SEDs) and how Cryptomill SEAhawk 
makes use of the drives’ features to provide a highly secure data-at-rest protection offering.
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Introduction
With high-profile data breaches making headlines regularly, organizations are carefully evaluating their options 
for protecting mobile data. For years, software full disk encryption, (FDE), has been the preferred means of 
addressing this threat. But widespread adoption has been hampered by the complexity and cost surrounding 
these software-based FDE deployments.

Self Encrypting Drives (SEDs)
Many new generation laptops are now carrying Self Encrypting Drives. A Self-Encrypting Drive (SED),  is a 
Hard Disk Drive (HDD) 100% compatible with the SATA specifications which can be accommodated in lieu of 
a regular HDD on any computer. These drives offer hardware-based data security by encrypting any and all 
the data that is written to the disk. Unlike typical hard drives, SEDs have built-in encryption that “scrambles” all 
stored data so it is completely unreadable to all unauthorized persons or devices, by default. The encryption is 
internal to the disk, transparent and automatic. There is no way to turn it off. The SED will encrypt all data that 
it receives. 
 
The growing presence of SEDs in the data protection market can be attributed to several drivers including:
 

● Federal regulations increasingly require public disclosure in the event personally identifiable information 
has been mishandled;

● Storage technology is getting faster
● Growing awareness from IT that costs related to encryption encompass more than simply licenses; 

there’s significant expense related to management and integration, as well as the cost of acquisition.
 
With SEDs, the encryption keys are generated in the drive itself and access control/ authorization also takes 
place in the drive. The drive-embedded encryption executes below the partition table and below the file 
system.
 
Hardware-based self-encrypting drive technology enables “always embedded” key management, which, 
when managed properly, does not expose the encryption key outside the drive hardware. This protected 
key management effectively creates multi-factor security for drive data. To access the data, both access 
credentials and the original drive hardware are required (i.e., something you know and something you own). 
In contrast, software-encrypted partitions can be copied and attacked offline (this becomes even easier if the 
keys are centrally stored and accessible through insider attack)
 
Today almost all hard drive vendors have developed their own versions of Self Encrypting Drives,  spurred by 
the passage of a single industry standard, Opal, published by the Trusted Computing Group in January 2009. 
Currently, Seagate, Hitachi, Toshiba and Samsung are offering OPAL-compliant SEDs.

Management of Self-Encrypted Drives
By default the drive doesn’t have any authentication turned on and will initially look and feel like a regular HDD, 
with all security turned off. The drive still encrypts everything that it stores, but all authentication is disabled.
 
A software component needs to take ownership of the drive and enable the authentication, a process we 
call “activation”.
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Once the drive is activated, all the data present on that drive will become protected by two ways:
 

1. The encryption key used internally by the drive will be unknown even to the drive until the user 
authenticates and CryptoMill’s SEAhawk software unlocks the drive.

2. The drive itself will block access to the encrypted data (cypher text) until the user authenticates.
 
 

In contrast to the SED management software, a Software FDE solution does not rely on the drive capabilities 
to achieve protection. It is fundamentally different in both approach and implementation compared to a 
Hardware-based solution like SED. Using a Software-based solution in conjunction with an SED drive 
negates all advantages that come from using an SED. The drive would then be used simply as storage and 
none of its security features would be leveraged.

 
CryptoMill’s data security software SEAhawk initiates encryption on these SEDs and allows for organisations to 
centrally manage data protection.

SEAhawk and its SED management capabilities
CryptoMill Technologies manages the SEDs through its SEAhawk software, which enables easy provisioning 
and secure configuration by organizations. Encryption and decryption are instant, automatic and seamless. 
Because it is hardware-based, the security of the encryption is stronger and there is no performance 
degradation. 
 
SEAhawk SED capabilities are: 
 
Authentication
Single sign-on 
Multi-user support
Logging and reporting
Secure Erase
Access recovery 
 
CryptoMill SEAhawk for SEDs is a client application that activates embedded security features of SED drives 
providing authentication to protect the entire content of the drive including the Windows® operating system. 
It also enables the secure erase feature that allows for fast and safe retirement or disposal of machines and 
drives.
 
SEAhawk also supports single sign-on to Windows, providing a simple, easy and elegant user experience.  
Integration with Windows authentication allows the drive access policies to be automatically updated with 
Windows, ensuring compliance to company password policies.
 
Protecting critical information through robust, end-to-end security will allow organizations to provide credible 
assurances, achieve new efficiencies, earn the confidence of regulators and customers, and maintain 
leadership that supports their brand. CryptoMill SEAhawk provides just that.
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Benefits of SEDs
SED drives provide extremely important benefits. SEAhawk SED management facilitates all these SED 
benefits to an organisation. 

1. Superior performance
All the encryption and decryption is done in line with the data fetching within the drive itself. Most of these 
drives utilize a specialized chip that implements an extremely fast and low power AES engine. Data throughput 
is not limited by the speed of the cryptographic operations and the main CPU is never used for encryption. We 
have not found any performance differences between a regular HDD and an SED.

2. Superior security
The actual encryption keys never leave the drive enclosure so the protected machine is immune to “evil maid” 
and “cold boot” attacks.

3. Instant activation
With the Software FDE one would typically have to wait for 3-36 hours while the computer would go through 
all the existing data on the HDD and encrypt it on the fly. This process is slow and in order to prevent any data 
loss (e.g. in the event of power failure) there is a lot of redundant disk I/O going on.
 
In contrast, SED drives are already encrypted from the factory. All that is needed is to turn on the 
authentication. There is no need to re-encrypt. Therefore activating the protection takes seconds.
 
4. Instant deactivation
The authentication can just as quickly be deactivated when needed (given proper authorization). This is 
important in some situations where the security has to be immediately disabled to perform maintenance 
on the Operating System in case it is suffering from boot failure or data corruption. After the maintenance 
task, reactivation is also fast. With Software FDE the process of decrypting the disk, fixing the issue and re-
encrypting the disk could take days to complete.

5. Instant secure erase
To prevent data leakage and to ensure conformity with corporate governance practices, IT must have a means 
of effectively “wiping” sensitive data from a machine. With an always embedded key architecture, data can be 
cryptographically erased just by destroying the key.By sending a command to the drive to destroy its key, all  
content of the drive becomes undecipherable, random data. This process is extremely fast as the key data is 
relatively small.

6. Clean Windows boot environment
With SED you don’t need custom boot loaders or custom filters loaded during Windows start-up. No INT13 
filters are required either. This allows for easy repair operations even on an encrypted and activated SED, 
something that is impossible with Software FDE.
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7. Auto-locking
The drive will automatically revert to the locked state once it loses power, like on shutdown, without any other 
input. The event of losing power is the terminal point of the encryption key life-cycle.

Benefits of SEAhawk

Compliance
SEAhawk comes with extensive logging and reporting which ensures compliance, especially in the case of 
suspected lost or stolen laptops

Simple Deployment and Management
With automatic enrollment, and instant SED activation, you are protection right away. SEAhawk keeps 
management to the bare minimum to get you working as fast as possible.

Multi-user support, single sign-on
Cryptomill SEAhawk supports up to 13 independent users on each machine equipped with an SED drive. Each 
user has their own password and has the option of signing on directly to their Windows desktop through single 
sign-on.

Painless access recovery for enterprises
Cryptomill SEAhawk provides three ways of unlocking the SED without knowing the user credentials:

● Personal recovery
● Help Desk recovery
● Admin Login

Low Total Cost of Ownership
● No key servers
● Centralized recovery
● Admin Login for IT convenience
● Instant activation
● Secure erase

How does Hardware FDE compare to Software FDE?

Built-in Dedicated CPU
Hardware - Encryption operations are performed by the hard drive itself, preventing performance loss
Software - Encryption operations are performed by the main processor, causing performance loss

The Best Security
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Hardware - Encryption keys are locked securely within the drive and are never released to main memory at 
any time
Software - Keys are stored in computer memory. This is vulnerable to attacks like ‘Cold-boot’ and ‘Evil Maid’

Activation is Instant
Hardware - Encryption is always on, making activation instantaneous
Software - After installation, the hot encryption operation can take hours or days.

No Performance Impact
Hardware - 0% to 1%
Software - 20% to 25%

 

 

Contact Information
For more information please contact us:
info@cryptomill.com
416-241-4333 ext 101
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